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fMRIfMRI picturepicture of of brainbrain

The The ConfusionConfusion
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PartialPartial LeastLeast Squares * Squares * RegularizationRegularization * * LocalLocal LinearLinear ModelsModels * Neural * Neural 
Networks * Networks * BayesBayes methodmethod * Maximum * Maximum LikelihoodLikelihood * * Akaike'sAkaike's CriterionCriterion * The * The 
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This TalkThis Talk

TwoTwo objectivesobjectives::
•• Place System Place System IdentificationIdentification on the global on the global 

mapmap. Who are . Who are ourour neighboursneighbours in this part in this part 
of the of the universeuniverse??

•• DiscussDiscuss somesome openopen areas in System areas in System 
IdentficationIdentfication..

The The communitiescommunities
Constructing (Constructing (mathemathe--
maticalmatical) models from data ) models from data 
is a prime problem in is a prime problem in 
many scientific fields and many scientific fields and 
many application areas.many application areas.
Many communities and Many communities and 
cultures around the area cultures around the area 
have grown, with their have grown, with their 
own nomenclatures and own nomenclatures and 
their own ``social lives''.their own ``social lives''.
This has created a very This has created a very 
rich, and somewhat rich, and somewhat 
confusing, plethora of confusing, plethora of 
methods and approaches methods and approaches 
for  the problem.for  the problem.

.

A picture: There is a core of 
central material, encircled by the 
different communities

The The corecore

Model

{ Model Class { Complexity (Flexibility)
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EstimationEstimation
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So need to meet the data with a prejudice!

All data contain information and misinformation  
(“Signal and noise”)

information in datainformation in dataSqueezeSqueeze outout the relevant the relevant 
ButBut NOT MORE !NOT MORE !

EstimationEstimation PrejudicesPrejudices

Nature is Simple!Nature is Simple!
Occam'sOccam's razorrazor
God is subtle, but He is not malicious (Einstein)God is subtle, but He is not malicious (Einstein)

So, So, conceptuallyconceptually::

Ex: Ex: AkaikeAkaike::

RegularizationRegularization::

EstimationEstimation and and ValidationValidation

So don't be impressed by a good fit to data in a So don't be impressed by a good fit to data in a 
flexible model set!flexible model set!

BiasBias and and VarianceVariance

MSE        =       BIAS (B)   + VARIANCE (V)MSE        =       BIAS (B)   + VARIANCE (V)
ErrorError =   =   SystematicSystematic +    +    RandomRandom

This This biasbias//variancevariance tradeofftradeoff is at the heart of is at the heart of estimationestimation!!

Information Information ContentsContents in in 
Data and the CR Data and the CR InequalityInequality The The CommunitiesCommunities AroundAround the the CoreCore II

StatisticsStatistics : The : The thethe mothermother areaarea
…… EM EM algorithmalgorithm for ML for ML estimationestimation

ResamplingResampling techniquestechniques ((bootstrapbootstrap……))
RegularizationRegularization: LARS, Lasso : LARS, Lasso ……

StatisticalStatistical learninglearning theorytheory
ConvexConvex formulationsformulations, SVM (support , SVM (support 
vectorvector machinesmachines))
VCVC--dimensionsdimensions

MachineMachine learninglearning
GrownGrown outout of of artificialartificial intelligenceintelligence: : LogicalLogical treestrees, , 
SelfSelf--organizingorganizing mapsmaps..
MoreMore and and moremore influenceinfluence from from statisticsstatistics: : 
GaussianGaussian Proc., HMM, Proc., HMM, BaysianBaysian netsnets
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The The CommunitiesCommunities AroundAround the the CoreCore IIII
ManifoldManifold learninglearning

Observed data belongs to a highObserved data belongs to a high--dimensional spacedimensional space
The action takes place on a lower dimensional manifold: The action takes place on a lower dimensional manifold: 
Find that!Find that!

ChemometricsChemometrics
HighHigh--dimensional data spaces dimensional data spaces 
(Many process variables)(Many process variables)
Find linear low dimensional Find linear low dimensional 
subspaces that capture the essential state: PCA, PLS subspaces that capture the essential state: PCA, PLS 
(Partial Least Squares), ..(Partial Least Squares), ..

EconometricsEconometrics
VolatilityVolatility ClusteringClustering
CommonCommon rootsroots for variationsfor variations

The The CommunitiesCommunities AroundAround the the CoreCore IIIIII
Data Data miningmining

Sort through large data bases looking for information: Sort through large data bases looking for information: 
ANN, NN, Trees, SVDANN, NN, Trees, SVD……
GoogleGoogle, Business, , Business, FinanceFinance……

ArtificialArtificial neural neural networksnetworks
OriginOrigin: : Rosenblatt'sRosenblatt's perceptronperceptron
Flexible Flexible parametrizationparametrization of hyperof hyper--
surfacessurfaces

Fitting ODE Fitting ODE coefficientscoefficients to datato data
No No statisticalstatistical frameworkframework: : Just link ODE/DAE solvers to Just link ODE/DAE solvers to 
optimizersoptimizers

System System IdentificationIdentification
Experiment designExperiment design
DualitiesDualities betweenbetween timetime-- and and frequencyfrequency domainsdomains

System System IdentificationIdentification
–– PastPast and Presentand Present

Two basic avenues, both laid out in the 1960'sTwo basic avenues, both laid out in the 1960's
•• Statistical route: ML etc: Statistical route: ML etc: ÅÅstrströömm--BohlinBohlin 19651965

•• Prediction error framework: postulate predictor and apply curvePrediction error framework: postulate predictor and apply curve--fittingfitting

•• Realization based techniques: HoRealization based techniques: Ho--KalmanKalman 19661966
•• Construct/estimate states from data and apply LS (Subspace Construct/estimate states from data and apply LS (Subspace 

methods).methods).

PastPast and Present:and Present:
•• UsefulUseful modelmodel structuresstructures

•• AdaptAdapt and and adoptadopt corecore’’ss fundamentalsfundamentals

•• Experiment Design Experiment Design ……..

••...with ...with intendedintended modelmodel useuse in mind (in mind (””identificationidentification for for controlcontrol””))

System System IdentificationIdentification
-- FutureFuture: Open Areas: Open Areas

SpendSpend moremore time with time with ourour neighboursneighbours!!
Report from a visit later onReport from a visit later on

Model reduction and system identificationModel reduction and system identification
Issues in identification of nonlinear Issues in identification of nonlinear 
systemssystems
MeetMeet demandsdemands from from industryindustry
ConvexificationConvexification

Formulate the estimation task as a convex Formulate the estimation task as a convex 
optimization problemoptimization problem

ModelModel ReductionReduction
System System IdentificationIdentification is is reallyreally ””System ApproximationSystem Approximation””
and and thereforetherefore closelyclosely relatedrelated to to ModelModel ReductionReduction..

ModelModel ReductionReduction is a separate area with an extensive is a separate area with an extensive 
literatureliterature (``(``anotheranother satellitesatellite''), ''), whichwhich cancan be be moremore
seriouslyseriously linkedlinked to the system to the system identificationidentification fieldfield..

•• LinearLinear systems systems -- linearlinear modelsmodels
•• DivideDivide, , conquerconquer and and reunitereunite (outputs)!(outputs)!

•• NonNon--linearlinear systems systems –– linearlinear modelsmodels
•• UnderstandUnderstand the the linearlinear approximation approximation -- is it is it goodgood for for controlcontrol??

•• NonlinearNonlinear systems systems ---- nonlinearnonlinear reducedreduced modelsmodels
•• MuchMuch workwork remainsremains

LinearLinear Systems Systems -- LinearLinear ModelsModels
DivideDivide –– ConquerConquer –– ReuniteReunite! ! 

HelicopterHelicopter data: 1 data: 1 pulsepulse input; 8 outputs input; 8 outputs 
((onlyonly 3 3 shownshown herehere). ). 
State Space State Space modelmodel of order 20 of order 20 wantedwanted..
First First fitfit all 8 outputs at the same time:all 8 outputs at the same time:
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NextNext fitfit 8  SISO 8  SISO modelsmodels of of 
order 12, order 12, oneone for for eacheach output:output:
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LinearLinear Systems Systems -- LinearLinear ModelsModels
DivideDivide –– ConquerConquer –– ReuniteReunite!!

NowNow, , concatenateconcatenate the 8 SISO the 8 SISO modelsmodels, , reducereduce the 96th order the 96th order modelmodel to order to order 
20, and 20, and runrun somesome moremore iterations.iterations.

( ( mm = [m1;mm = [m1;……;m8]; ;m8]; mrmr = balred(mm,20); = balred(mm,20); modelmodel = = pem(zd,mrpem(zd,mr); ); compare(zd,modelcompare(zd,model)) ))
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zd; measured
model; fit: 91.48%
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LinearLinear ModelsModels from from NonlinearNonlinear
SystemsSystems
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Model reduct ion from
nonlinear to linear
could be surprising!

NonlinearNonlinear SystemsSystems
A A useruser’’ss guide to guide to nonlinearnonlinear modelmodel
structuresstructures suitablesuitable for for identificationidentification and and 
controlcontrol
UnstableUnstable nonlinearnonlinear systems, systems, stabilizedstabilized by by 
unknownunknown regulatorregulator

StabilityStability handlehandle on NL on NL blackboxblackbox modelsmodels

Industrial Industrial DemandsDemands
Data Data miningmining in in largelarge
historicalhistorical process process 
data data basesbases
((””K,M,G,T,PK,M,G,T,P””))

A A seriousserious integration of integration of physicalphysical modelingmodeling and and 
identificationidentification (not just parameter (not just parameter optimizationoptimization in in 
simulation software)simulation software)

PM 12, Stora Enso BorlPM 12, Stora Enso Borläängenge
75000 75000 controlcontrol signals, 15000 signals, 15000 controlcontrol loopsloops

All process variables, All process variables, 
sampledsampled at 1 Hz for at 1 Hz for 
100 100 yearsyears
= 0.1 = 0.1 PBytePByte

Industrial Industrial DemandsDemands: Simple : Simple ModelsModels

Simple Simple ModelsModels/Experiments for /Experiments for certaincertain aspectsaspects
of of complexcomplex systemssystems
UseUse input that input that enhancesenhances the the aspectsaspects, , ……
…… and and alsoalso concealsconceals irrelevant featuresirrelevant features

SteadySteady statestate gaingain for for arbitraryarbitrary systemssystems
UseUse constantconstant input!input!

Nyquist Nyquist curvecurve at at phasephase crossovercrossover
UseUse relayrelay feedback experimentsfeedback experiments

ButBut moremore cancan be be donedone ……
……Hjalmarsson et al: Hjalmarsson et al: ””CostCost of of ComplexityComplexity””..

An An ExampleExample of a of a SpecificSpecific AspectAspect

EstimateEstimate a a nonnon--minimumminimum--phasephase zerozero in in 
complexcomplex systems (systems (withoutwithout estimatingestimating the the 
wholewhole system) system) –– For For controlcontrol limitations.limitations.
A NMP A NMP zerozero at      for an at      for an arbitraryarbitrary system system 
cancan be be estimatedestimated by by usingusing the input the input 

ExampleExample: 100 : 100 complexcomplex
systems, all with a systems, all with a zerozero at 2, at 2, 
are are estimatedestimated as 2nd order as 2nd order 
FIR FIR modelsmodels
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System System IdentificationIdentification
-- FutureFuture: Open Areas: Open Areas

SpendSpend moremore time with time with ourour neighboursneighbours!!
Report from a visit later onReport from a visit later on

Model reduction and system identificationModel reduction and system identification
Issues in identification of nonlinear Issues in identification of nonlinear 
systemssystems
MeetMeet demandsdemands from from industryindustry
ConvexificationConvexification

Formulate the estimation task as a convex Formulate the estimation task as a convex 
optimization problemoptimization problem

ConvexificationConvexification II
Are Are LocalLocal Minima an Minima an 
Inherent feature of a Inherent feature of a 
modelmodel structurestructure? ? 
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ExampleExample: : 
MichaelisMichaelis –– MentenMenten kineticskinetics
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This equation  is a linear regression This equation  is a linear regression 
that relates the unknown parameters that relates the unknown parameters 
and measured variables. We can thus and measured variables. We can thus 
find them by a simple least squares find them by a simple least squares 
procedure. We have, in a sense, procedure. We have, in a sense, 
convexifiedconvexified the problemthe problem

Is this a general property?Is this a general property?
Yes, any identifiable Yes, any identifiable 
structure can be structure can be 
rearranged as a linearrearranged as a linear
regression (regression (Ritt'sRitt's algorithm)algorithm)

Massage the Massage the equationsequations::
ConvexificationConvexification IIII
ManifoldManifold LearningLearning

1. X : Original regressors

2. g(x) Nonlinear, nonparametric recoordinat izat ion

3. Z : New regressor, possibly of lower dimension

4. h(z): Simple convex map

5. Y: Goal variable (output)

NarendraNarendra--LiLi’’ss ExampleExample
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Manifold learning: Fit 75.08 %
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Neural Net: Fit 55.73 %

ConclusionsConclusions

System System identificationidentification is a is a maturemature subjectsubject ......
same same ageage as IFAC, with the as IFAC, with the longestlongest runningrunning
symposium seriessymposium series

…… and and muchmuch progress has progress has allowedallowed
importantimportant industrialindustrial applicationsapplications ……
…… butbut it still has an it still has an excitingexciting and and brightbright
futurefuture! ! 




